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There is no consensus method for the histological
analysis of axillary sentinel nodes (SN). This study
aimed to (1) assess the rate of occult metastases in
SN using large serial sectioning and immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC), (2) evaluate whether occult metas-
taseswere predictive ofmetastases in the downstream
axillary nodes, and (3) specify a methodology of
analysis of SN that could be both sensitive and ap-
plicable in daily practice. One hundred three pa-
tients with breast carcinoma underwent SN biopsy
and then axillary dissection. SN free of tumor at
standard examination of one section were sectioned
at six levels (150-�m intervals) and immunostained
for cytokeratin. The number and localization of la-
beled metastatic cells (occult metastases) were re-
corded. In 29 of the 103 patients (28%), SN were
found to be metastatic after standard examination.
The SN of the remaining 74 patients were further
analyzed using IHC. Occult metastases were de-
tected in 35 of these patients (47.3%), leading to an
overall SN involvement rate of 62% (29�35/103). In
33 of these 35 cases, the plurality and the dispersion
of the immunostained cells implied that the screen-
ing of only 3 of the 6 levels would have led to the
detection of diagnostic positive events. Only one of
the 35 patients (2.8%) with occult metastases
showed metastatic lymph node in the downstream
axilla. In our series of axillary SN, the analysis of one
standard histologic section and, when negative, of
only three additional sections after IHC revealed
>60% of metastasis or occult metastasis. Metastasis
detected by standard analysis had a high predictive

value of downstream node metastasis, whereas the
predictive value of occult metastasis revealed by
IHC was poor. The clinical significance of occult
metastases in SN needs to be specified by long-term
follow-up analysis.
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Morbidity related to sentinel node (SN) surgery is
lower than that for lymphadenectomy (1). SN bi-
opsy is thus an advantageous alternative to axillary
lymph nodes dissection in the staging of breast
carcinoma (2–5). When SN is metastatic, axillary
lymphadenectomy is indicated. However, there is
no standardized procedure for the histopathologi-
cal analysis of SN. The significance of the detection
of minimal metastatic involvement and the meth-
odology to be used for this detection must be spec-
ified (6–9). Lymph node metastatic deposits sized
�2 mm are called micro-metastases (according to
the International Union Against Cancer; UICC),
whereas occult metastases correspond to minimal
involvement revealed only by immunohistochem-
istry (IHC; 10).
The frequency of occult metastasis found in ax-

illary lymph nodes is proportional to the number of
histological sections analyzed (8, 11–13). IHC in-
creases this frequency (8, 13–18). However, this
technique is time consuming, and its interest is
limited in the histological assessment of lymphad-
enectomy because the prognostic value of minimal
lymph node involvement is low (13). However, such
a procedure may be indicated in the analysis of SN:
a minimal metastatic involvement of a SN may be
associated with the metastatic extension of one or
of several downstream lymphatic nodes (19, 20).
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Moreover, the prognostic value of occult metastasis
in SN has to be determined. This problem prompted
us to perform an extensive analysis of SN, using
serial histologic sections and IHC, in a series of 103
patients. In all cases, axillary lymphadenectomy
was also performed and lymph nodes were ana-
lyzed separately. Our aims were (1) to assess the
rate of metastasis and of occult metastasis in our
series of SN, (2) to compare the levels of metastatic
involvement in the SN and in the downstream
nodes for each patient (3), to determine which
methodology presenting an optimal sensitivity
could be acceptable in daily practice, and (4) to
standardize the methodology of histological analy-
sis of SN, to assess, over the long term, the prog-
nostic value of minimal metastatic disease in SN.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

From December 1997 to December 1998, 103 pa-
tients treated at the Institut Curie for a breast car-
cinoma underwent SN biopsy, immediately fol-
lowed by standard axillary dissection. Patients and
tumor characteristics (histological type, histoprog-
nostic grade, and hormonal status) are listed in
Table 1. The mean age of patients was 58 years
(range, 29 to 87 y). All tumors corresponded to
invasive carcinoma. The first therapeutic procedure
was lumpectomy (89% of the cases) or mastectomy
(11%). The mean tumor size was 17.4 mm (range, 5
to 50 mm). Blue dye was used to identify the SN in
all cases. The dye (2 to 5 mL) was injected into the
breast tumor mass and in the surrounding tissue, in
the direction of the axilla, not into the dermis or
into the hypodermis. In 55 cases (53%), the tumor
had been excised in a first surgical step. In these

cases, the blue dye was injected in the wall of the
biopsy cavity and in the surrounding tissue. After
injection of the dye, the mammary gland was mas-
saged for 10 to 20 minutes. A separate incision in
the axilla was then performed to localize a blue-
stained lymphatic vessel, which was followed to the
stained SN. This node was excised, then a standard
axillary dissection including Level I and II lym-
phatic nodes was performed.

All lymph nodes (sentinels or not sentinels) were
identified separately and fixed in AFA (5% acetic
acid, 75% pure ethanol, 18% demineralized water,
and 2% formalin). They were cut in two, three, or
four parts of equal thickness. Nodes of �0.3 cm
were not cut. Each lymph node was separately em-
bedded in paraffin. One 3-�m-thick section was
removed from each block and stained with HES
(hematein, eosin, saffron).

Cases with all SN free of metastasis or of micro-
metastasis (�2 mm; UICC) after standard micro-
scopic examination were further analyzed using
IHC to disclose occult metastasis (10). Considering
the mean size of an epithelial cell (about 20 �m),
serial scanning at 150-�m intervals looked to be
rational for revealing any clusters of 5 to 10 malig-
nant cells. On each block, six serial histologic sec-
tions taken at 150-�m intervals were prepared (Fig.
1). According to this procedure, each SN was
scanned on at least 0.9 mm thick. Larger lymph
nodes cut into two, three, or four slices were
scanned on a thickness of �1.8, 2.7, or 3.6 mm,
respectively. The sections analyzed by IHC were
numbered from 1 to 6 from the equator (Fig. 1).
After microscopic examination, the number and the
type (isolated cells or clusters) of stained cells was
registered. Morphological analysis allowed exclu-

TABLE 1. Patient and Tumor Characteristics According to Sentinel Node Status

Patient and Tumor
Characteristics

No. of
Cases

Sentinel Node Status

With
Metastasis

(n � 29)

With Occult
Metastasis

(n � 35)

Without
Metastasis

(n � 39)

Patient age in y (n)
� 40 8 2 3 3
� 40 95 27 32 36

Mean tumor size (mm) (�SD) 22.6 (� 1.6) 14.4 (� 1.3) 16.7 (� 1.3)
Histological type (n)

ductal 80 19 31 30
lobular 20 9 4 7
others 3 1 — 2

Histological gradea (n)
I 42 6 17 19
II 48 20 15 13
III 13 3 3 7

Hormone receptor status (n)
ER positive 82 24 25 33
ER ND 6 — 3 3
PR positive 66 20 21 25
PR ND 6 — 3 3

ND, not done; ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor.
a Nottingham index.
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sion of irrelevant staining of macrophages or of
endothelial cells in some cases. Only cells with mor-
phology compatible with that of epithelial cells and
showing unambiguous cytoplasmic labeling were
considered positive events.

IHC was performed using pan-anti-cytokeratin
antibody (Kl1, Immunotech, Marseille, France). Af-
ter rehydration and antigen retrieval in citrate
buffer (10 mM, pH 6.1), tissue sections were incu-
bated with the primary monoclonal antibody, for 1

FIGURE 1. Methodology and results of the analysis of the SN categorized by slides (left column) and by cases (right column).
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hour, at 1/100 dilution. The revelation of the stain-
ing was performed using the Vectastain Elite ABC
peroxidase mouse IgG kit (Vector Burlingame, CA)
and the diamino-benzidine (DAKO A/S, Glostrup,
Denmark), as chromogen. Immunoreactions were
done with an automatic immunostainer (TechMate
Horizon, LJL Biosystems Inc.).

RESULTS

This study concerns a series of 103 patients who
underwent SN biopsy (214 SN; mean, 2 SN per
patient; range, 1 to 6 SNs). After standard micro-
scopic examination, metastatic SN were detected in
29 of these patients (28%). In the remaining 74
cases (149 SN), the SN were further analyzed using
IHC on six sections (894 immunostainings). After
microscopic analysis, 107 of the 894 sections
(12.2%), corresponding to 43 SN, were found to
harbor immunostained cells (Fig. 1). These slides
with immunostained cells concerned 35 of the 74
patients (47.3%; Fig. 1, right column). Preparations
with stained cells were homogeneously distributed
on the respective levels analyzed: 23 preparations
with positive events corresponded to a Level 1, 22 to
a Level 2, 23 to a Level 3, 17 to a Level 4, 15 to a
Level 5, and 7 to a Level 6 (Fig. 1, left column).

The assessment of the number of immuno-
stained cells in the 35 cases with occult metastases
showed that at least a cluster of stained cells (Fig.
2A) was found in 28 patients. Two of the 7 remain-
ing cases exhibited 15 and 10 cells, respectively (Fig.
2B), whereas in each of the five last cases, only one
cell was observed. It is of practical importance to
stress that in 33/35 cases (95%), the screening of the
first three levels would have been sufficient for the
detection of diagnostic positive events (Fig. 1, right
column). In each of these 33 cases, the presence of
immunostained cells on Levels 4 to 6 was accom-
panied by positive events on any of the first three
levels. A similar rate of occult metastases was found

by the analysis of any combination of three of the
six immunostainings performed (data not shown).

The comparison of SN status and tumor charac-
teristics revealed a positive correlation between tu-
mor size and the presence of metastasis in SN (P �
.001). No other significant correlation was found,
although the rate of lobular carcinoma was higher
in the group of tumors with metastatic SN than in
the overall population.

The second step of our analysis was to compare
the status of the SN with that of the axillary clear-
ance. In 15 of the 29 cases with metastatic SN at
standard staining (51.7%), at least one lymph node
was metastatic in the axillary lymphadenectomy
(Table 2). Among the 35 cases with occult metasta-
ses detected by IHC, only one (2.8%) showed met-
astatic lymph node in the axilla (Table 2). Con-
versely, in two of the 39 cases with no involvement
of the SN after both standard and immunohisto-
chemical analysis, one metastatic lymph node was
found in the axillary clearance.

DISCUSSION

In this study, axillary SN were found to be meta-
static at standard examination in 28% of the cases.
In 47.3% of the patients with no metastatic SN,
occult metastases were found using serial section-
ing and IHC. This raises to 62% the overall rate of
metastatic involvement in axillary SN. In the liter-
ature, the rate of metastasis and of occult metasta-
sis in SN varies from 35 to 58% (Table 3). The high
rate of SN involvement in our cases is likely to be
related both to the large size of the corresponding
breast tumors and to the extensive serial sectioning
performed for the histopathological analysis. The
disparity of the rates of SN involvement reported so
far is largely due to the heterogeneity in the meth-
ods used for the analysis. For instance, the number
of sections performed on each SN ranged from one
(4) to �30 (7, 21). IHC significantly increases the

FIGURE 2. Occult metastases in axillary sentinel node revealed by immunohistochemistry: clusters of immunostained cells (A) and uncohesive
immunostained cells (B).
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frequency of metastatic involvement by revealing
occult malignant cells independently dispersed or
arranged in very small clusters (7). The 62% rate of
SN involvement found in our series is not signifi-
cantly different from the 58% rate reported after
complete sectioning and scanning of the SN (7).
The comparison with our data strongly suggests
that over a threshold, the analysis of additional
sections increases the number of stained cells de-
tected but, in the large majority of cases, does not
afford diagnostic information for individual patient.
In our work, the repartition of the different meta-
static events in each case had been recorded, and
this analysis showed that a threshold was obtained
at the rate of three histological sections performed
every 150 �m. This corresponds to the scanning of
about 0.9-mm thickness of an SN included in two
fragments. This sectioning might be lowered by
increasing the number of macroscopic sections of
the lymph nodes (15). It is also important to stress
that the high frequency of occult metastases de-
tected after IHC on serial sections is more often
related to the increase in the surface of the node
parenchyma analyzed than to IHC itself, which re-
veals very small aggregates or isolated epithelial
cells. In our series, clusters of occult metastatic cells
were found in 28 of the 35 cases that were labeled as
positive after IHC-only analysis. Some of these clus-

ters might have been detected by the analysis of
these serial sections merely stained by HES. Conse-
quently, our current protocol of analysis of axillary
SN is now to perform one median histological sec-
tion, plus three pairs of sections taken every 150
�m. The median section and one of each couple of
sections are analyzed after standard HES staining.
When no micrometastasis are observed, IHC is per-
formed on the three remaining sections to detect
occult metastases. This procedure reduces the
amount of immunostaining to be performed.

The second aspect in this study was the compar-
ison between the status of SN and that of the cor-
responding axillary clearance. When the SN was
metastatic at standard microscopic examination,
metastasis in the downstream axillary node(s) was
observed in �50% of the cases. In contrast, when
only occult metastasis were found in the SN, met-
astatic node was found in only one (2.8%) case in
the axilla. This rate is in the 0 to 5% range reported
in the literature (2–4, 19, 22) and shows that occult
metastases have no predictive value of metastatic
involvement of the downstream axilla. IHC on serial
sectioning in axillary SN is thus of no interest for
individual patients at the time of primary treatment
and should not influence clinical decision making
(6, 9). The prognostic significance of micrometas-
tasis and of occult metastasis in SN is unknown. In
axillary clearance, the prognostic value of minimal
metastatic involvement has been diversely assessed
(8, 13). Recent works, including a large number of
patients and a long follow-up, report a lower rate of
disease-free survival in patients when occult metas-
tases are found in axillary nodes (13–17). However,
the incidence of occult metastases in disease out-
come is also dependent on other factors, such as
the histological type of tumors (15) or the meno-
pausal status of patients (17). The individualization
of axillary SN provides the opportunity for an accu-

TABLE 2. Comparison between Results of Analysis of

Sentinel Nodes and of Corresponding Axillary Clearance

Sentinel Node
No. of
Cases

Corresponding Axillary Clearance

With
Metastasis

Without
Metastasis

Metastatic at standard HES 29 15 (51.7%) 14 (48.3%)
Metastatic at IHC 35 1a (2.8%) 34 (97.2%)
Not metastatic 39 2a (5.1%) 37 (94.9%)
Total 103 18 (17.5%) 85 (82.5%)

IHC, immunohistochemistry; HES, hematein, eosin, saffron.
a Only one metastatic lymph node.

TABLE 3. Results of Sentinel Lymph Node Analysis in the Literature

Author Year
No. of
cases

No. of sections
(HES/IHC)

SN�/HES
No (%)

SN�/IHC
No (%)

Overall SN�
No (%)

Giuliano et al. (23) 1995 162 1/3–4 57 (35.2) 11 (6.8) 68 (42)
Giuliano et al. (19) 1997 100 2/1 33 (33) 9 (9) 42 (42)
Turner et al. (2) 1997 103 2/1 33 (32) 10 (10) 43 (42)
Turner et al. (18) 1999 52 2/10 10 (19.2) 9 (17.3) 19 (36.5)
Turner et al. (24) 2000 514 1–3/1 152 (29.6) 62 (12) 214 (41.6)
Veronesi et al. (3) 1997 160 3/0 81 (50.6) — 81 (50.6)
Veronesi et al. (21) 1999 60 1/0 35 (58.3) — 35 (58.3)

192 4/0 81 (42.2) — 81 (42.2)
119 15/15 NS NS 52 (43.7)

Krag et al. (4) 1998 405 1/0 101 (25) — 101 (25)
Offodile et al. (20) 1998 41 1/1 15 (36.6) 3 (7.3) 18 (44)
Dowlatshahi et al. (7) 1999 52 1/na 6 (11.6) 24 (46.2) 30 (58)
Doting et al. (25) 2000 126 3/3 NS NS 56 (44)
Torrenga et al. (26) 2001 250 5/5 76 (30.4) 10 (4) 86 (34.4)
Fréneaux et al. (this study) 2001 103 1/6 29 (28) 35 (34) 64 (62)

NS, not specified; IHC, immunohistochemistry; HES, hematein, eosin, saffron; SN, sentinel node(s).
a Serial sections of the entire node.
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rate assessment of the prognostic value of minimal
lymph node involvement in breast cancers.

In our analysis, occult metastases were found on
107 immunostained slides, corresponding to 43 SN
removed from 35 patients. There was thus a mean
of three slides with occult metastases per patient,
prepared, in most of the cases, from only one of the
two SN isolated in each of these patients. It is im-
portant to underline that when no occult metasta-
ses are found in SN, downstream axillary nodes are
generally free of occult metastases (22). The param-
eters that condition the elective involvement of
only one SN are unclear. Malignant epithelial cells
may be temporarily arrested in the first relay of the
immune system. Alternatively, the hypothesis of a
co-migration of the dye and of the epithelial cells
has not been excluded.

In conclusion, our study and data from the liter-
ature indicate that metastases in SN detected by
standard histological analysis have strong predic-
tive value for the involvement of downstream axil-
lary nodes. Serial sectioning enhances the number
of minimal metastatic deposits found in SN. How-
ever, an analysis limited to three histological sec-
tions taken at 150-�m intervals provides the diag-
nosis for the majority of patients, and such a
methodology is easily applicable in daily practice.
Occult metastases, detected by IHC only, have no
predictive value of the status of the downstream
axilla. Axillary dissection should not be performed
only secondarily to the detection of immunostained
cells. The prognostic value of occult metastasis in
SN will be assessed by a long-term follow-up study
including a large number of patients. From this
perspective, it is important to standardize the tech-
nique of the histopathological analysis of SN and to
record in pathological reports whether SN involve-
ment corresponds to a metastasis, micrometastasis,
or occult metastasis, the respective biological value
of which are likely to be different.
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